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Ludwig van Beethoven Symphony 5 (fate knocking at the door) 

 

Classical music took notes from Beethoven and many were inspired to be like the man 

who could bring out emotions from his symphonies. Amongst the many compositions that 

came out of the crude sketches and vigorous compilations, Beethoven Symphony 5 has 

e o e the ost popular of the  all. I teresti gly, the i itial otif ru oured as fate 
k o ki g at the door  e a e so ide spread that the world even today would instantly 

recognized the music and attribute it to Beethoven. 

Ludwig van Beethoven was a man who would never compromise on his compositions and 

took years for completion of his works and the same fate can be attributed to Symphony 5 

also. Beethoven Symphony 5 was started in 1804 and after years of gestation was 

completed in the year 1808. In these years (1804-1808) he concentrated on other 

compositions as well such as Appassionata piano sonata, Fidelio, Symphony 6, etc. 

Beethoven Symphony 5 was premiered along with his other compositions such as Symphony 

 a d his ar ellous pie e i  C i or did ’t re ei e a lot of atte tio  as the pre iere took 
much time, which left the audience in a dull state of mind unable to indulge themselves in 

the lissful to es of “y pho y . Ho e er, ge ius ould ’t go u oti ed a d E. T. A. 
Hoffmann, a German artist wrote about the greatness of Beethoven Symphony 5 in a great 

poetic manner describing the feel one would get when listening to each note carefully. After 

the review, classical music lovers and public in general took the symphony as their own and 

today it became the touchstone for anyone to compare their own compositions. 

The Symphony ideally is performed under 30-40 minutes and it contains four movements 

knitted into a perfect organism: 

1. First movement – Allegro con brio 

2. Second movement – Andante con moto 

3. Third movement – Scherzo Allegro 

4. Fourth movement – Allegro 

Beethoven Symphony 5 with its gentle foreboding tone that bursts into a triumphant one 

ith ar hi g fate  otif reates a usi al stor  that ill su erge a yo e i to a e  
world where there is a mixture of emotions, gentle fears and victorious pride. 
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